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Recap
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 Hydrostatic equilibrium – Pg changes by a factor of e=2.71 over the scale

height.
 Pg(ρ) scales with ~g1/2 in Solar-type stars. Dwarfs have high Pg & high
mean opacities (thin atmospheres) whilst (super)giants have low Pg and
low mean opacities (deep atmospheres).
 Increased Pe in Solar-type stars from readily ionized metals versus pure H
case. Ratio of electron to gas pressure is strong function of T.

Radiation Pressure, Pr
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 Radiation may also have an effect on the pressure.

Radiation is an inefficient carrier of momentum
(velocities have the highest possible value), but
when a photon is absorbed or scattered by matter, it
imparts not only its energy to that matter, but also its
momentum h/c.

 Let’s now recall the definition of the K-integral and

Eddington approximation (Lectures 7).

Radiation pressure & early-type stars
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In a grey (frequency independent opacity, so J=S), LTE atmosphere (S=B(T )),
integrating this gives the total radiation pressure PR
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Radiation pressure can be neglected for Solar-type stars, but becomes very
important for early-type stars due to the T4 sensitivity.
Energy is a scalar quantity, whilst momentum is a vector quantity – almost
all star light is coming from the same direction so it pushes the outer regions
of the star outward, producing a wind.

Effect of radiation pressure
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For stars in which radiation pressure plays a non-negligible role we
can write the extended hydrostatic equation as:
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where the “effective gravity” is:
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The atmosphere is no longer static – it is expanding due to
radiation driven winds.
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Stellar Winds
Hot Stars possess dense
outflows, or stellar
winds, which are
produced via radiation
pressure which
influence their
subsequent evolution –
e.g. Wolf-Rayet Star 124.

Eddington parameter
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 We can estimate the radiative acceleration, grad in an early-type star

by considering only Thomson (electron) scattering, T as opacity,
with the number of free-electrons per atomic mass unit, q (q=1 for
a completely ionized H atmosphere, q=0.5 for a completely ionized
He atmosphere)
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 We can write the ratio of radiative acceleration due to electron

scattering vs surface gravity as e (Eddington parameter)
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Eddington limit
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 For the Sun, e =2x10-5 ≪1, but early-type stars approach the limit eMax =1 since

for massive stars LM 3. For a given stellar mass there exists a maximum
luminosity – no stable stars exist about the Eddington limit, LEdd and there is a
limit on stellar mass
𝐿
𝑀
𝐸𝑑𝑑

𝐿⊙

= 104.5 𝑞−1

𝑀⊙

or, the Eddington luminosity for pure H ionized gas is
𝐿𝑒𝑑𝑑 = 1.3 × 1038 𝑀/𝑀⊙ erg/s
 We can write the Eddington parameter, e, in

terms of Teff and gravity – the Eddington limit
(corresponding to eMax =1) then becomes
a straight line in the (log Teff, log g) diagram:
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Γ𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 10−15.12 𝑞𝑇eff
/𝑔 = 1

log Γ𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑥 = −15.12 + log 𝑞 + 4 log 𝑇eff − log 𝑔 = 0

Measuring temperatures and
surface gravities
DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF RADII
DETERMINING EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE AND
SURFACE GRAVITY
MODEL-INDEPENDENT METHODS
MODEL-DEPENDENT METHODS
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
PHOTOMETRIC METHODS
SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS

Fundamental parameters
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Stellar parameters:
 Luminosity (L)
 Mass (M)

In most cases, cannot be measured directly

 Radius (R)

Atmosphere parameters:

Can help in
measuring L & M

 Effective Temperature (Teff)
 Surface gravity (log g)
 Chemical composition

(metallicity, element abundances)

~90% of stars in the Galaxy
are “normal” (close to the Sun)

Surface Flux, Luminosity and Teff
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 Integral over frequency / wavelength at outer boundary (Surface Flux):
∞

𝐹𝑠 = න 𝐹 𝑑
0

 Multiplied by stellar surface area yields the Luminosity, total energy

radiated away by the star
𝐿 = 4𝜋𝑅2 𝐹𝑠
 The total energy arriving above the Earth’s atmosphere is its observed
flux, F, corrected for the distance to the star d, neglecting interstellar
absorption:
𝐿 = 4𝜋𝑑 2 𝐹⨁
→
𝐹𝑠 = 𝐹⨁ (𝑑/𝑅)2
 The Stefan-Boltzmann law, F=Teff4, or alternatively 𝐿/4𝜋𝑅 2 = Teff4

defines the “effective temperature” of a star, i.e. the temperature which a
black body would need to radiate the same amount of energy as the star.

Model-independent methods (1)
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Direct measurements:
f – the flux measured at the Earth (F - bolometric flux at the Earth )
FS – the flux emitted from the stellar surface
d – the distance from us to the star
Example:
R – the radius of the star
 – the angular radius of the star, R/d
d = 1.3 pc, R = 700000 km
4𝜋𝑑 2 𝐹⨁ = 4𝜋𝑅2 𝐹𝑆

 = 0.004 arcsec !!

We can relate this equation to the effective temperature
∞
4
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If  is measured and the distance d is known, e.g. from parallax (Gaia, Hipparcos, etc.),
then we can obtain R and L.

Inteferometric radii
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 We have already introduced

interferometry with regard to limb
darkening (Lecture 18).
 Several ground-based optical and IR
interferometers are currently in
operation.
 Reliable diameters generally restricted
to nearby late-type giants with large
angular radii on the sky.
 A few hundred star radii are measured
with an accuracy better than 10%.
 VLTI (Paranal, Chile): currently the

most advanced optical/IR
interferometer in operation. Combines
large apertures of individual 8-m VLT
telescopes with dedicated auxiliary
1.8-m telescopes.

Radii from other direct methods
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 Occultations

Moon used as “knife-edge”
 Diffraction pattern recorded as flux vs. time
 Precision ~ 0.5 mas
 A few hundred radii have been determined
 Eclipsing binaries
 Photometry gives ratio of radii to semi-major axes. Useful
simulation at http://www.midnightkite.com/binstar/StarLightPro.exe
 Velocities from spectra give semi-major axes (i=90)


Binary Masses
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Accurate radii and masses can be obtained from analysis of
photometric light curves (R, I ) & spectroscopic orbit
information (M sin3i ). If eclipsing i90 → R, M.

R136-38 (Massey et al. 2002, ApJ 565, 982) light curve analysis
of O3V+O6V in LMC (P=3.4 day): 9.3𝑅⨀ (primary) 6.4𝑅⨀ (secondary)

Model-independent methods (2)
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Direct measurements:
4𝜋𝑑 2 𝐹⨁
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Difficult to reliably measure 𝐹⨁ because of interstellar
absorption in UV (especially beyond the Lyman continuum)

Model-dependent methods
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Using, e.g., model atmospheres and/or theoretical evolution tracks.
 Teff from Bolometric Corrections


Lecture 7

 Log g from parallaxes

log g/g⊙=log M/M⊙+4 log Teff/Teff,⊙+0.4(Mbol-Mbol,⊙)
 Method of IR fluxes (Blackwell & Shallis 1977)
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Alonso et al. : Teff (IRFM) for 1000+ stars

Also correct for
monochromatic
fluxes

Atmospheric Models
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Model atmospheres (Teff, log g, chem. composition)

Specific Intensities ()
Emergent Fluxes ()
UBVRI… (U-B),(B-V),(V-R),…
Observations

W

Line profiles

Atmospheric Models (1)
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For most stars, Kurucz LTE atmosphere models, accounting
for “line blanketing” from metals, generally suffice
http://kurucz.harvard.edu/grids.html
 For early-type stars, several non-LTE line blanketed models
exist: TLUSTY http://tlusty.oca.eu for plane-parallel O stars,
or for O stars with extended atmospheres WMbasic
https://www.usm.unimuenchen.de/people/adi/Programs/Programs.html
 For very late-type stars, opacity from molecules are
important e.g. PHOENIX
http://phoenix.astro.physik.uni-goettingen.de


Kurucz models
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Atmospheric Models (2)
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To determine Teff and log g, one has to use spectral
characteristics which are insensitive to chem. composition.
 At least one parameter should have a stronger dependence
on Teff than on log g, and another one in the opposite way.
 The more parameters the better.




If Teff is fixed, then 𝑔 =
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using L~Mn, we get g~M (1-n)

g – a luminosity criterium

Photometric Methods
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Alternative photometric
systems to Johnson UBV
are available – notably
Strömgren (1963) ubvy.
These are narrower filters
and are rather more
useful in extracting Teff
and log g than UBV.

UBV versus uvby photometry
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A comparison of synthetic Kurucz models for the Balmer jump in

B dwarfs with the usual Johnson UBV filters (left) and Strömgren
ubvy filters (right). The U filter is sensitive to radiation on both
sides of the discontinuity, whilst the narrow Stromgren u filter
samples light below 3647 & v filter samples light above, so the
u-v colour provides Teff .

Photometric Methods
Teff from photometry
➢ The slope of the Paschen continuum, F4000/F7000
➢ c1 = (u – v) – (v – b) for А0 stars and earlier

➢ b – y, B – V, V – K for F stars and later
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f (Teff)

Photometric Methods
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B–V

very
good

Kurucz atmosphere models

bad

c1 = (u – v) – (v – b)

Teff
b–y

very
good

very
good
bad

bad

Teff

good

Temperatures from photometry
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Observed B-V colour index generally allows Teff for normal stars (0<B-V<1.5):
log 𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 3.988 − 0.881(𝐵 − 𝑉) + 2.142(𝐵 − 𝑉)2 − 3.614(𝐵 − 𝑉)3
+3.2637(𝐵 − 𝑉)4 − 1.4727(𝐵 − 𝑉)5 + 0.26(𝐵 − 𝑉)6

Beyond this range most flux is
originating in the UV or IR so
B-V becomes insensitive to
temperature.

Spectroscopic methods
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Equivalent Widths of Balmer lines
Kurucz atmosphere models
Good indicators of Teff
when Teff <9000 K
If Teff is higher, then
indicators of log g.

H

Spectroscopic methods
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Wings of strong metal lines
Broadening:
Cool stars - Van der Waals
Hot stars - Quadratic Stark

Good indicators of g:
G, K, M stars: Na D, Ca I 4226, Mg I 5172, 5183
F, A, B stars: resonance lines Ca II, Mg II

Mg I 5183

1.0

0.8

0.6

Log g = 3.78
3.98,
4.18

Mg I 5183

0.4

0.2

HD 134169
Teff = 5930 K, [Fe/H] = -0.86
5182

log g = 3.98 ± 0.20
5183

5184

5185

5186

For example, Mg I 5183 is a
good indicators of log g
when Teff <6000 K.

Spectroscopic methods
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Equivalent Width ratios of species in two consecutive
ionization states
G, K, M stars: Fe I and Fe II
O, B stars: He I and He II, Si III and Si IV

He I 4471/ He II 4511 can be
an indicator of both Teff and log g

He I 4471/ He II 4511

log g

Examples

The different criteria for determining
Teff and log g are collected in the
corresponding parameter plane
with the final stellar parameters
obtained from
the mean intersection point
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Summary
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 Radii directly measured from interferometry (e.g. VLTI) if







distance known from parallax (e.g. Gaia). Currently
restricted to K & M giants.
Masses/radii directly measured from close binaries.
Otherwise, reliant upon models…
Balmer jump sensitive to Teff and Ne in F & G stars.
(Discontinuity decreases with increasing Ne due to
greater role of H- ion)
Balmer jump sensitive to Teff in A & B stars (negligible
role of H- ion)
Balmer jump absent in O stars (e.s. dominates opacity)
so need to use line spectrum.

